Graduate Fees and Tuition
Academic Senate Resolution
California’s sophisticated and technically advanced economy requires highly
skilled, critical thinkers to compete in the international arena. Thus, advanced
degree graduates are essential to our state’s success. This sophisticated
education includes hands-on experience in creating new knowledge via research
or performance. The faculty are responsible for finding the finances to support
research, but during state budget crises, administrative mandates have required
that research project funding be applied towards the actual educational cost of
graduate student researchers.
At present the campus administration defines both resident and non-resident
tuition and fees for graduate student researchers (GSRs) hired on grants to be
an employee benefit to be funded by the grant. The result is an increasing and
improper burden on faculty research funds, and the likely consequences are
•
•
•
•
•

fewer graduate students funded as GSRs
increased substitution toward post-doctoral researchers
changes in graduate program requirements to reduce costs that
compromise educational quality
cuts in other budget categories within grants, leading to reduced research
productivity, and
increased difficulties in faculty recruitment/retention because the same
grant at other institutions pays for much more research.

Further impacts are likely to follow from the particularly high cost to faculty from
hiring non-resident GSRs:
•
•
•
•

the campus will not compete nationally and internationally to recruit the
best possible students
programs unable to recruit graduate students from outside California will
likely enroll a weaker and less diverse student population
programs will find it harder to achieve a critical mass of students in
elective graduate courses
fewer graduate students will be employed and the budget for teaching
assistants will represent a higher share of a program’s available funding.

These changes all erode research quality and productivity on our campus,
threaten the campus reputation for graduate education, and undercut other goals
such as internationalization.
We call on the campus administration to abandon the policy of shifting the cost of
graduate fees and tuition to faculty research funds.

